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Images with this symbol contain additional
content that you can access via your smartphone
using the free app from Porsche Leipzig.
Go to www.porsche-leipzig.com/app for all
the information.

 orsche Leipzig. The home of the Panamera and
P
Macan, where sports car dreams are created on
a daily basis and brought to life on the FIA-certified
Porsche on-road circuit. The diamond-shaped
Customer Centre invites visitors to embark on
a voyage of discovery of the Porsche brand.
And even aurochs and wild horses are at home in
Leipzig: in the pastures of our dedicated off-road
track – safely separated from exciting off-road
challenges.

Your experience
is what’s important
here. As well as
every second.

In short, it’s far more than your usual production
facility, but rather a real Porsche experience.
Whether during a factory tour, a visit to the historic
vehicle exhibition or an exclusive dinner in the
restaurant.
An experience that you can further enhance with
our driving events: as a co-pilot alongside a racing
professional or as a pilot at the wheel of a Porsche.
On or off-road.
You decide what your personal Porsche experience
should involve. This brochure summarises the various
options. But one thing is guaranteed with each of
our packages: more thrills per second.

The Porsche Experience
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Embark on a tour and accompany us behind the
scenes of our production process. Or take a seat
for your personal Porsche experience. Either at
a stylishly set table with Porsche Leipzig Gourmet.
Or in a sports car as part of our Co-Pilot package,
alongside a racing professional – of course.
In our Pilot and Discover packages, your seat is
directly behind the wheel. On-road, off-road or
maybe both? You decide.

Event packages
Our range | Event packages
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Tour
AP
 orsche is being created. And you are there.
Up close, behind the scenes. Discover how
Fascination Porsche begins – even before
the car exists. Because in the assembly hall,
everything that belongs together is fitted
together. Screw by screw, detail by detail.
Our tours always provide fascinating insights
into various areas of Porsche Leipzig. Curious?
Then simply embark upon your first tour right
away with a visit to our factory. And discover
why we celebrate marriages every day.
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Our range | Event packages – Tour

Some of the best moments happen backstage.
Fascination Porsche begins before your very eyes.
During our tour, you will witness how a Panamera or
Macan are created thanks to the highly sophisticated
interaction between man and machine.
Witness the bodyshell and cockpit assembled to
form the control centre for the driver. And see how
the roof lining and windows are installed.
The journey continues for you and the new Porsche.
Station by station, you will learn many interesting
details about the creation of a dream car. And you
will be on the spot as the crucial moment in the
life of a Porsche approaches: the marriage. You will
see for yourself how the drivetrain and chassis are
united with the body. A real experience for you.
And a milestone for every Porsche. Once the wheels
have been mounted, only the crowning finale remains:
the test drive. Because every single vehicle produced
in Leipzig is put through its paces prior to delivery.
On the dedicated Porsche Circuit, of course.
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Our range | Event packages – Tour

Tourpackage
packageat
ataaglance
glance
Tour
Package

Factory tour

Contents and conditions of participation

Tour of the production facility
(minimum age: 14 years)

Duration

Approx. 1.5 hours

For prices, please refer to the separate price list at the end of the brochure.

Would you like to embark on a tour with us? You can view the available time slots and book your
experience using the QR code.

Gourmet
The Porsche Leipzig Gourmet packages take you
from a factory tour – where you get a glimpse behind
the scenes of the Panamera and Macan production
process – to our Customer Centre, where, amongst
other things, you can sample the excellent cuisine
at the Porsche restaurant.
In short: the perfect combination of exciting insights
and culinary rest breaks.
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Our range | Event packages – Gourmet

A real experience, away from the track. Course after course.
Starting grid, pit stop or finish line? You can decide
for yourself with our Gourmet packages. Whether you
opt to start your experience day in style with the
Pole Position Brunch, plan a lunch-time pit stop with
the Carrera Lunch or end a successful day with our
Carrera Dinner, excellent service is always included –
both in the kitchen and on the production line.
Learn more about the Porsche brand during a
factory tour with a visit to the Panamera and Macan
production line. Or during a tour of the Customer
Centre, where you can gain an insight into the history
of Porsche and enjoy spectacular 360-degree views
of the Porsche site. You can follow the action on
our dedicated Porsche Circuit, for example. Or visit
our exhibition of current and historic vehicles,
where you can really get up close to a range of
Porsche models.

Gourmetpackages
packagesat
ataaglance
glance
Gourmet
Packages

Contents and conditions of participation

Duration

	Exclusive brunch buffet
Non-alcoholic drinks

Pole Position
Brunch

	One-hour factory tour
while production is idle

Approx. 4.5 hours

(minimum age: 6 years)

Three-course lunch
Non-alcoholic drinks

Carrera Lunch

Two-hour factory tour

Approx. 3.5 hours

(minimum age: 14 years)

Four-course dinner

Carrera Dinner

Wine, beer and non-alcoholic drinks
Two-hour factory tour

Approx. 5 hours

(minimum age: 14 years)

For prices, please refer to the separate price list at the end of the brochure. A gift voucher
is available to purchase for these packages. More information is available on page 28.

If we’ve whetted your appetite, you can view the available time slots and book your experience using
the QR code. The anticipation is mounting.
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Our range | Event packages – Gourmet

Co-Pilot
Racing line, g-force, pushing the limits – these are
all terms with which we’re familiar from the world of
motorsport. Our Porsche Leipzig Co-Pilot packages
give you the chance to discover what they really
mean, first hand and in a vehicle of your choice. This
package includes a passenger ride in a sports car
with an experienced racing instructor at the wheel.
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Our range | Event packages – Co-Pilot

A few words of advice: buckle up and hold tight.
From the passenger seat, you will experience
spectacular laps alongside a racing professional. In
the legendary 911, for example. Or in a thoroughbred
race car: the 911 GT3 Cup.
On our FIA-certified Porsche on-road circuit, featuring
sequences inspired by a number of famous corners
from race tracks around the world.
Naturally, you can also put Porsche performance to
the test on the circuit in a Cayenne or Panamera.
With all Co-Pilot packages, we take you behind the
scenes of our production process. Another person
may accompany you on the factory tour free of
charge.

Co-Pilot packages at a glance
Packages
Co-Pilot
Cayenne/
Panamera

Co-Pilot
911

Contents and conditions of participation
Three-lap passenger ride
Two-hour factory tour

Participants per vehicle

Duration

Max.

Approx. 2.5 hours

minimum age: 14 years

Three-lap passenger ride
Two-hour factory tour

Approx. 3 hours

minimum age: 14 years

Three-lap passenger ride

Co-Pilot

911 GT3 Cup

Two-hour factory tour
Helmet provided

Approx. 3 hours

	minimum age: 14 years; height of 1.50–1.95m with a maximum weight of up to
115kg and in good health

For prices, please refer to the separate price list at the end of the brochure. A gift voucher
is available to purchase for these packages. More information is available on page 28.

Do you already know which model makes your pulse race? You can view the available time slots and
book your experience using the QR code.
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Our range | Event packages – Co-Pilot

Pilot
Take to the starting line in a Porsche of your choice:
the legendary 911, for example, or the 718 Boxster –
the sports car among roadsters. On-road on our
FIA-certified Porsche Circuit or on our off-road track
in a Cayenne.

For fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions,
please refer to page 50.
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Our range | Event packages – Pilot

Take a glimpse behind the scenes – then take to the wheel.
With our Porsche Leipzig Pilot packages, you take
to the starting line yourself. On our FIA-certified
Porsche on-road circuit with copies of sections from
famous circuits, including the Bus Stop, Parabolica
and Mobil 1 S. In addition to the guided drive, you can
also practise your braking manoeuvres.
Alternatively, you can put a Cayenne through its
paces on our dedicated off-road track. It features
different modules, plenty of water, mud and sludge
to negotiate, as well as a large number of obstacles
that, admittedly, we have deliberately put in your
way.

Pilot packages at a glance
Packages

Contents and conditions of participation

Participants per vehicle

Duration

Off-road drive in a Cayenne

Pilot Offroad
Basic

	(total duration of vehicle induction and drive: approx. 1 hour, incl. approx. 15mins
driving p.p.; participants must have held a full driving licence for at least 3 years,
minimum age: 21 years)

Two-hour factory tour

Max.

Approx. 3 hours
´

(minimum age: 14 years)

Off-road drive in a Cayenne

Pilot Offroad
Intensive

	(approx. 1 hour, incl. vehicle induction; participants must have held a full driving
licence for at least 3 years, minimum age: 21 years)

Approx. 3 hours

Two-hour factory tour
(minimum age: 14 years)

You will also have the opportunity to learn about the
production process. During a factory tour, you can
witness how driving pleasure is created. Another
person may accompany you on these packages free
of charge.

On-road drive in a Porsche model of your choice

Pilot Onroad

	(approx. 1 hour, incl. vehicle induction; participants must have held a full driving
licence for at least 3 years, minimum age: 21 years)

Two-hour factory tour
(minimum age: 14 years)

For prices, please refer to the separate price list at the end of the brochure. A gift voucher
is available to purchase for these packages. More information is available on page 28.

If you already know which Porsche model you want to take to the starting line, you can view
the available time slots and book your experience using the QR code.
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Our range | Event packages – Pilot

Approx. 3 hours

Discover
Our Discover package invites you to experience
everything the Porsche Leipzig event programme has
to offer. You’ll participate in a factory tour, visit the
vehicle exhibition in the Customer Centre and enjoy a
meal in our stylish restaurant. And when you look
outside, you’ll see two more exciting attractions: our
dedicated driving facilities, where you can take to
the starting line, both on and off-road.

For fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions,
please refer to page 50.
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Our range | Event packages – Discover

A whole new world for you to discover.
Our Discover package guides you through everything
the P
 orsche Leipzig event programme has to offer –
including individual, expert support. On the factory
tour, you’ll follow the progress of the Panamera and
Macan at first hand through the production process.

Discover package at a glance
Package

Contents and conditions of participation

Duration

On-road drive with individual support

You’ll be equally fascinated by your visit to our
exhibition of current and historic vehicles in the
Customer Centre. You’ll enjoy a three-course meal
in our stylish restaurant – with a stunning view
of our FIA-certified Porsche on-road circuit, inspired
by famous corners from circuits around the world.
Ideal conditions to extensively test the driving
dynamics of a Porsche: in your favourite model, of
course.

(approx. 45mins; participants must have held a full driving licence for at least 3 years, minimum age: 21 years)

Off-road drive in a Cayenne with individual support

	(approx. 45mins; participants must have held a full driving licence for at least 3 years, minimum age: 21 years)

Discover

One additional driver for an extra charge

	(total duration of the driving event remains unchanged,
incl. factory tour and three-course meal)
For prices, please refer to the separate price list at the end of the brochure. A gift voucher
is available to purchase for these packages. More information is available on page 28.

For fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions, please refer to page 50.

Our range | Event packages – Discover

(minimum age: 6 years)

Three-course meal including drinks

In a Cayenne on our off-road track, you’ll discover
just how a Porsche can perform when off the beaten
track. With many different modules that will demand
your courage, among other things.
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Two-hour factory tour

Use the QR code to enquire about weekday time slots from Monday to Friday – and excitedly
look forward to your Porsche event experience.

Approx. 4.5 hours

Give someone a record time to remember. Or treat yourself.
Gift vouchers and gift boxes.
All our Gourmet, Co-Pilot, Pilot and Discover packages
are also available as a gift voucher. On request, this
can be elegantly presented in a high-quality gift box
and is guaranteed to be a lovely surprise. Because
as special extras, a Porsche lanyard and a 1 : 43-scale
model of the classic Porsche 911 heighten the
recipient's anticipation.
The perfect way to treat someone you care about
to something they’ve always wanted: a host of
memorable moments. You decide exactly how it
should be structured. Our event finder will help
you choose:
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Our range | Event packages – Gift vouchers

 orsche fashion and accessories.
P
The Porsche feeling can also be gift-wrapped. Take
a small piece of Porsche home with you – along with
your unforgettable memories of your day with us.
You’re sure to find something suitable in our Porsche
Driver’s Selection and Porsche Design Shop. Be it
high-quality clothing, lifestyle accessories, innovative
luggage tailored to your vehicle or a variety of model
cars. Our shop can be visited by prior arrangement,
even if you’ve not booked an event package at
Porsche Leipzig.

Contact:
Tel.: +49 341 999-13515
shop@porsche-leipzig.com

Cup Experience. Your qualifying round for motorsport.
A very special kind of event: the Cup Experience,
where you can enjoy racing at its very best. Whether
in a 911 GT3 Cup, which is used in the international
Porsche One-Make-Series, or Cayman GT4 Clubsport,
which offers an ideal introduction to the fascinating
world of motorsport. The choice is yours. Both models
are built for performing at the limit. And to be driven
by you. Take to the starting line with a clear objective:
the racing line. Five emotionally charged hours await
at Porsche Leipzig – on the FIA-certified Porsche
on-road circuit.
Firstly, you’ll receive a driver briefing in the roadapproved version of the car – a 911 GT3 or Cayman S.
During the first few laps out on the track, the instructor
will teach you all the basics you’ll need before
switching over to the thoroughbred race car.
Then you’ll take to a 911 GT3 Cup or Cayman GT4
Clubsport. Four unforgettable 15-minute stints,
supported by your personal instructor – always at
your side and connected via intercom. At the end
of every stint, your driving will be evaluated using
data and video analysis.
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Our range | Cup Experience

And because every racing driver also needs a pit
stop, we invite you to a four-course meal in our
restaurant.
Participants must hold a full driving licence and have
previously attended several driver training courses
at the Porsche Track Experience (training level:
Performance) or similar types of training course.
Contact:
cup@porsche-leipzig.com or
www.porsche-leipzig.com/cup

Or arrange a date for your Cup Experience using
the QR code – to save valuable seconds at an early
stage.

Porsche Experience. Two experiences, one goal: the driver’s seat.
Track Experience.
Porsche is primarily synonymous with unadulterated
driving pleasure. The Track Experience therefore
offers opportunities to improve your driving safety
and develop your driving skills. From the basics of
vehicle control to a motorsport licence. On and offroad. You decide where the journey will take you –
and we will show you the way. Step by step. At
various training levels. At Porsche in Leipzig and at
many other national and international training
centres and circuits.
Visit www.porsche.com/trackexperience for detailed
information about these packages.
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Our range | Porsche Experience

Travel Experience.
The Travel Experience combines driving a Porsche
along extraordinary routes with the highest levels of
exclusivity. You’ll stay at some of the finest hotels
and dine at some of the best restaurants to be found
along the selected routes. Of course, Porsche Leipzig
is one of these exclusive stop-over destinations on
selected routes.
Visit www.porsche.com/travelexperience for detailed
information about these packages.

Your event. Where motorsport leads the guest list.
Do you want to customise your day at P
 orsche Leipzig?
Are you looking for an extraordinary venue for your
next conference, seminar, customer event or private
party? Porsche Leipzig is the ideal location, providing
an exceptional atmosphere and professional support
for almost any occasion of any size that exactly
suits your needs and ideas. And always in unique
surroundings.
The combination of conference facilities and attractive
activity programmes is virtually unparalleled: striking
architecture, variable room lay-outs, state-of-the-art
equipment, high-tech vehicle production and, not
least, fantastic driving events. Porsche Leipzig
provides the perfect setting in which to combine
business with exhilarating driving experiences.
From passenger rides in a race car to free driving
on the circuit or a driver safety training course with
a professional Porsche instructor, we can show your
guests where a Porsche comes from – and what
it can do.
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Our range | Your event

Every function is carefully planned to meet your
individual needs. From a suitable venue and excellent
catering, to the latest technology and friendly,
professional staff, we can provide everything you
need to make your event a success.
If you’d like more information, please request our
conference brochure. This contains detailed room
lay-outs (including seating arrangements), as well
as a description of all the packages available.
Our event planners will be happy to discuss your
requirements:
Contact:
Tel.: +49 341 999-13555
Fax: +49 341 999-13923
events@porsche-leipzig.com

Or visit our website: www.porsche-leipzig.com/event
and complete our online enquiry form.
You can also enquire about your event using the
following QR code.

 orsche Leipzig stands for driving pleasure: on
P
and off-road. On tarmac and on gravel. The
Porsche Circuit is based on sections from famous
international circuits and replicates professional
motorsport conditions. The off-road track includes
a host of challenging modules that are waiting
to be mastered in a Porsche Cayenne.
It’s time to familiarise yourself with our driving
facilities.

Our driving facilities

For fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions,
please refer to page 50.

Our driving facilities
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Porsche Circuit

1

Sunset Bend
Sebring/USA

Description: right-hand bend
Length: 276.52m
Radii: 59m, 137m

Accelerating, braking, maintaining the racing line.
The feeling is indescribable. In every hundredth of
a second. On our on-road circuit modelled on famous
sections from circuits around the world. Its dynamic
circuit includes additional attractions, such as a
flotable skid pad. Part of the track is also used for
the final test drive of every vehicle produced at
the site.

Instructor’s tip: 3rd gear. The aim is to make
a perfect approach, only slightly touch the curbs
and drive through the bend with a constant
steering angle and gradual acceleration.

2

Loews

3

Victoria Turn

4

Mobil 1 S

5

Curve di Lesmo

6

Bus Stop

Nürburgring/Germany

Monza/Italy

Spa-Francorchamps/Belgium

Shizuoka/Japan

Instructor’s tip: 2nd gear. Brake hard, avoid too
much speed when entering the bend and steer
in very late. Open the steering early and keep
the momentum going into the following straight
section.

Instructor’s tip: 2nd gear. Watch out for the late
entry point. While braking slightly, drive the
vehicle through the dip towards the crest. After
the rise, accelerate consistently and use the
curbs.

Instructor’s tip: 2nd or 3rd gear – depending
on the model. On the approach, follow the slight
bend. Steer in early. Pull on the brake slightly
at the first crest. Use the apex, avoid rolling and
keep the vehicle on course. Take care in the rain:
it can be slippery when exiting the bend.

Instructor’s tip: 3rd gear. Different lines can
be chosen when entering the bend, depending
on the model. Focus on the crest early. Follow
the different radii of the bends by varying your
pressure on the accelerator.

Instructor’s tip: 2nd gear. The principle of braking
into the bend and accelerating out applies here.
Connect entry and exit with a specific steering
angle, while using the apex. Avoid understeering
and accelerate rather late.

Instructor’s tip: 2nd gear. Brake hard as you
approach the tight left-hand bend. Careful with
the throttle. After the left-hand bend go right
over to the centre of the road for optimum
acceleration through the right-hand bend.

Description: right-hand hairpin with a slight
incline (U-turn)
Length: 72.50m
Radius: 21m

Description: left-hand bend with a barely
perceptible incline (U-turn)
Length: 124.08m
Radius: 29m

Description: right-left combination
Length: 129.44m
Radii: 86m, 69m

Description: right-hand bend (oval)
Length: 509.96m
Radii: 110m, 118m

Description: left-right-left chicane
Length: 52.33m
Radius: 19m

Description: right-left combination
Length: 177.19m
Radii: 38m, 66m, 189m

A

Dynamic stretch
Purpose: built to simulate extreme situations
with real speeds. So that the driver can cautiously
approach their own limits, and the limits of
physics, in safe surroundings. Perhaps in a slalom,
or braking and avoidance exercises. The aim is
to master these extreme driving limits.

8

Corkscrew

9

Parabolica

10 Suzuka S

11 Karussell

Laguna Seca/USA

Monza/Italy

Suzuka/Japan

Nürburgring/Germany

Instructor’s tip: 2nd gear. When entering the
bend, look up. Brake just before the top and drive
the vehicle precisely over and through the tight
left-hand bend. When exiting the right-hand bend,
accelerate cautiously to keep the vehicle stable.

Instructor’s tip: 3rd gear. Watch out for the late
entry point and crest. Look far into the bend,
aim at the crest and steer the car with the
accelerator pedal.

Instructor’s tip: 3rd gear. Watch out for rear-end
balance, as steering into the bend and braking
overlap. Once you have entered the bend apply
the throttle again early. Incorporate the apexes
in the line. Steer calmly and deliberately.
Avoid rolling and oversteering.

Instructor’s tip: 2nd gear. On driving into the
slope, watch out for the exact entry point and
drive through the bend with constant speed.
Don’t accelerate too hard when leaving the bend
and avoid oversteering.

Description: right-left-right combination
Length: 252m
Radii: 20m, 25m

Our driving facilities | Porsche Circuit

Suntory Corner

Rio de Janeiro/Brazil

You can navigate different sections, depending on
the package and circuit availability. On nonproduction days, the entire circuit is available for
driving events.
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7

Monte Carlo/Monaco

Description: right-hand bend
Length: 219.91m
Radius: 70m

Description: left-right combination
Length: 215.84m
Radii: 73m, 169m

Description: steep banked turn (180°)
Length: 158m
Radius: 34m

B

Skid pad
Purpose: used as a training area for coping with
unstable driving conditions. The skip pad can
be flooded for that purpose. From ‘slightly wet’
to ‘monsoon-type rain’. Best conditions for
practising drift and experiencing oversteering
and understeering.

Off-road Track

1

Gravel track

2

Slush or mud: the loose track ballast simulates
both at the same time. Getting stuck?
Can happen. If you don’t drive steadily.

15 Water crossing

Into the desert. At least for a short time.
The challenge: half a metre of deep
sand to get through. Getting stuck?
Almost impossible thanks to
Porsche Traction Management (PTM).

Instructor’s tip: keep your speed constant.
Off-road mode provides additional traction.

Featuring 15 spectacular off-road modules,
the track starts off with a 100m water crossing.
Other challenges include a steep ascent section,
where the gradient is 80%, and a 35° slanted
traversing course. Along the way, you’ll learn how to
control the irrepressible power of the Cayenne with
skill, sensitivity and precision – whether in water,
on gravel or in mud.

Sand track

Instructor’s tip: keep an even speed.
Only controlled acceleration.

3

Log course simulation

4

The destination: in sight. The route: anything
but easy. Through various concrete cylinders
that will make the course difficult to
complete.

14 Corduroy road

Keep the windows and doors closed.
Because you are about to drive through
a water ford that’s up to 50cm deep and
100m long. The special construction of
the Cayenne body will ensure that nobody
gets wet.

13 Muddy track

We put obstacles in the way. More accurately:
wooden logs that have to be crossed.
Terrain rarely gets rougher than this.
The automatic braking differential (ABD)
helps smooth out any unevenness.
Instructor’s tip: drive very carefully
and slowly.

Instructor’s tip: drive at walking speed.

Face your fears. Through swampy terrain.
Through bends, mud and sludge. In deep
ruts.

Instructor’s tip: drive smoothly and stay in
the ruts. Avoid excessive steering. The rear
differential lock provides the right amount
of traction.

Instructor’s tip: drive quickly, except for the
tank bridge. Porsche Traction Management
(PTM) helps on the way up the hills,
Porsche Hill Control (PHC) on the way down.

Instructor’s tip: fast on the straight sections,
moderate in the bends.

10 Bunker crossings

Steep ascent
How do you get over an 80% incline?
With 100% nerve. An extreme challenge
for the driver. And the passenger. How do
you pass the nerve test? With electronic
all-wheel drive.

Hold on tight. It’s a rough ride over the old
bunkers in the track. The drive: up and down.
Vision: restricted.
Instructor’s tip: drive the vehicle with
moderate speed. Porsche Hill Control (PHC)
will help going downhill.

Instructor’s tip: on the way up, drive
at a constant speed and very carefully.
On the way down with the help of
Porsche Hill Control (PHC).

Twisting
Up into the air. Stone humps staggered to
the left and right cause the vehicle to pitch.
Diagonally opposite wheels are then up
in the air and are braked by the automatic
braking differential (ABD).
Instructor’s tip: drive cautiously in slow
motion.

6

Rocky climb
The only way up? The steps. The way down:
also the steps. Wheels lose contact with the
ground? No problem, Porsche Hill Control
(PHC) evens out the ride.
Instructor’s tip: drive at walking pace
with constant engine speed.

7

Woodland section
This trip into the forest is not a walk in
the park. There are various stone humps,
a ditch crossing and a banked slope, with
a 30% gradient and a 25° incline crossing the
path.
Instructor’s tip: set the air suspension
to special terrain. Drive the vehicle slowly
while anticipating what is ahead.
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11 Field track

Constantly up and down – only the enjoyment
remains consistent. In between: a tank bridge
to overcome.

Instructor’s tip: calm, careful driving.

5

12 Hilly section

Firm ground? Afraid not. Staying on track?
Almost impossible. A real challenge in
deep mud.

8

Slanting section
Now it gets really steep. Maximum
concentration and some nerve are needed
here. Because the vehicle leans extremely
to the side. By 25° on the straight section
and up to 35° in the bends. Passengers:
hold tight.
Instructor’s tip: drive slowly and keep
control. Avoid excessive steering.

9

Ramp crossing
A steady hand is required. Because it’s tight.
The road: narrow. The ground: slippery.
Above all, precision is needed.
Instructor’s tip: set the air suspension
to special terrain to avoid any grounding.
Porsche Traction Management (PTM)
helps with this.

Magdeburg/
Halle

Your destination is set.
Let us show you the way.
North Entrance: Gate 1, Visitors
On A 14 motorway from Dresden:
Travelling on the A 14, take the exit for ‘Leipzig Nord’
and follow signs for Porsche/GVZ (freight traffic
centre). At the roundabout, take the second exit into
Porschestraße.
On A 14 motorway from Halle:
Travelling on the A 14, take the exit for ‘Schkeuditz’
and turn right onto Radefelder Allee/S 8. At the next
traffic lights, turn right again and follow signs for
Porsche. At the roundabout, take the third exit and
then, after approx. 1km, take the first exit at the
roundabout into Porschestraße.
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Information | How to find us

Berlin/Dessau

Schkeuditz

B6

21

Schkeuditzer
Kreuz

Leipzig-Nord

From the city centre/main railway
station using public transport:
Take tram No. 10 or 11 towards Wahren/Schkeuditz.
At the Leipzig-Wahren stop, change to bus No. 91 or
91E towards Leipzig/GVZ Nord (freight traffic centre,
north). Alight at the GVZ Nord/Porschestraße or
Porsche Nordtor (north gate) stop.

S8

If using your satnav:
Porsche Werk Leipzig
Porschestraße 1
04158 Leipzig
Latitude: 51.410000
Longitude: 12.295556

 orsche Leipzig app:
P
The Porsche Leipzig app gives you
access to a wealth of advance information
and entertainment options for your visit.
Go to www.porsche-leipzig.com/app for more
information. The Porsche Leipzig app can
be downloaded free of charge from:
Apple® App Store and GOOGLE® Play Store.

B 181
Kassel/
Göttingen

B 87
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Porsche Leipzig
From the city centre/main railway station:
Follow the B 6 towards Halle. After approx. 5km, turn
right onto Slevogtstrasse. Continue onto LouiseOtto-Peters-Allee/S 1 towards Radefeld. Before the
junction for ‘Leipzig Nord’, turn right and follow signs
for Porsche/GVZ (freight traffic centre). Take the
second exit at the roundabout into Porschestraße.

B2

S1

B6

Leipzig
B2

A9
B 87
Kreuz
Rippachtal
Munich/Erfurt

A 38

A 14

Dreieck
Parthenaue

Dresden/
Görlitz

FAQs.
Where do I need to go and
what time do I need to arrive?
Report to our entrance gate 1 on the day of your visit
15 minutes before the start of your event at the
earliest, then drive onto the Porsche Leipzig site and
park in the visitors’ car park.
Are there any restrictions with
regard to the factory tour?
The minimum age for the factory tour is 14 years
(6 years for the Discover and Pole Position Brunch
packages). Unfortunately, people fitted with implants
(e.g. pacemakers) are not permitted to take part in
tours of our production facility. For internal reasons,
guided tours may vary. Visitors are advised to wear
sturdy shoes for the factory tour.
Does production run on
weekends and public holidays?
On weekends and public holidays, guided tours take
place while production is idle.
Are there any conditions I need to fulfil as a driver?
Participants who will be driving themselves at Porsche
Leipzig must be at least 21 years old and have held
a full driving licence for at least three years. A vehicle
hire contract with an excess of Euro 2,500 (model-
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dependent, up to Euro 10,000 in some cases)
must be signed on the day. Please bring your driving
licence and passport/ID with you to the event.
Is it possible to take photos on the site?
Photography is not allowed in the vehicle production
area. However, visitors are permitted to take photos
at the Customer Centre for private use as a
memento of their visit.
How do I book an event package using a gift
voucher?
Visit www.porsche-leipzig.com to book an event
using a gift voucher without specifying a date.
Our gift vouchers cannot be personalised.
How do I redeem my gift voucher?
Visit www.porsche-leipzig.com/event-packages
to find the available dates for your package and
redeem your gift voucher. The procedure is the same
as for a normal booking. In ‘My basket’, enter the
voucher number in the space provided and select
the ‘Redeem voucher’ option. For reasons of site
security, only the specified number of participants
may attend. Please be aware that the gift voucher
will expire if you fail to turn up on the agreed date
without prior cancellation.

For how many people is a gift voucher valid?
Gift vouchers are valid for one participant. In the case
of the Co-Pilot and Pilot packages, another person
may accompany you on the factory tour free of charge
by prior arrangement.
For how long is my gift voucher valid?
Gift vouchers are valid for three years. If the price of
the package changes within this period, the voucher
holder may be required to pay the difference.

Are event packages available in a
foreign language?
All our event packages are also available in English.
If required, please book a date featuring a package in
English. All other packages are only suitable for people
who understand German. This is especially important
for driving packages when you will need to be able
to follow the instructor's directions.

Can I exchange my gift voucher for cash?
Gift vouchers cannot be exchanged for cash or
refunded, but may be exchanged for another 
Porsche Leipzig event package.
Visit www.porsche-leipzig.com/event-packages for
more FAQs.

For fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions,
please refer to page 50.

Porsche World.

Porsche Service
Your expert partner for all current
Porsche models as well as old and
modern classics, whether your car
needs servicing, routine care or
special repairs.

Porsche Centres
Your Porsche Centre can assist you
with every aspect of purchasing and
owning your Porsche. You will also
find a wide range of products and
services, including genuine Porsche
parts and top-quality accessories.

Porsche Exclusive Manufaktur
At Porsche E
 xclusive Manufaktur,
we make our customers’ personal
wishes a reality. With custom work.
By hand. With care and dedication.
To turn something special into
something unique. www.porsche.com/
exclusive-manufaktur

Porsche Tequipment
Personalise your Porsche at any
time after purchase with our range
of accessories. You will also find
all our available products online at
www.porsche.com/tequipment
using the Tequipment accessories
finder.

 orsche Driver’s Selection
P
With leisurewear, model cars,
timepieces, leather goods, luggage
specifically tailored to Porsche
luggage compartments and other
intelligent accessories, there are plenty
of opportunities to indulge your
passion for Porsche off the road, too.

Porsche Travel Experience
Embark on a thrilling adventure and
feel the power of Porsche. Stay in
top-class hotels and dine in five-star
restaurants – in the most beautiful
places on Earth. To find out more,
call +49 711 911-23360.
E-Mail: travel@porscheexperience.de

Porsche Track Experience
Develop your skill and explore your
Porsche with the Porsche Sport
Driving School. Learn about events
at some of the world’s most famous
racing venues,
call +49 711 911-23364. E-mail:
track@porscheexperience.de

Porsche Clubs
Since the first Porsche Club was
founded in 1952, their number has
grown to 675 with over 200,000
members worldwide. To find out
more, go to www.porsche.com/clubs
or call +49 711 911-77578. E-mail:
communitymanagement@porsche.de

Porsche Assistance
Enjoy peace of mind with our
exclusive breakdown and accident
recovery service. Membership is
free when you buy a new Porsche.

Porsche Approved
So that our vehicles remain reliable
and retain their value whether
new or previously owned, all Porsche
Approved cars meet the most
stringent Porsche quality standards
across the world. Each car is backed
by the Porsche Approved warranty.

 orsche Financial Services
P
Discover our financial services and
realise your dream of the sports car
with the solutions we have to offer.
Uncomplicated. Individual. Tailored.

Christophorus
Published five times a year, our
magazine for Porsche owners offers
news, interviews and a variety of
features from the world of Porsche.
Visit www.porsche.com/christophorusmagazine where all articles are
available to you free of charge.

Porsche Classic
Your specialist source for genuine
Porsche parts as well as restoration
services for all Porsche classics.
Visit www.porsche.com/classic to
find out more.

Porsche Museum
More than 80 vehicles at our
headquarters in StuttgartZuffenhausen await to take you on
a journey through Porsche history.
See icons such as the 356, 911 and
917 presented in an atmosphere you
can’t experience anywhere else.

Porsche Online
Go to www.porsche.com for all the
latest news and information from
Porsche.

3

2016

Porsche-Magazin 3

2016

Porsche
Magazin

You can obtain the latest brochures/magazines for Porsche Experience, Porsche Driver’s Selection and Porsche Tequipment from your Porsche Centre.
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Technical data.
Fuel consumption (in l/100km)

50

CO₂ emissions
(in g/km)

Urban

Extra urban

Combined

911 GT3

19.7–19.4

8.8

12.9–12.7

290–288

718 models

12.8–10.8

7.1–6.2

9.2–7.9

210–180

Panamera models

14.7–10.8

8.3–6.9

10.6–8.3

243–190

Macan Turbo models and Macan GTS

12.6–11.5

8.0–7.5

9.7–8.9

224–210

Cayenne models

15.3–11.3

9.4–7.8

11.4–9.1

261–207

Technical data

Porsche Leipzig event packages. Overview.
Packages

Tour

Contents

Factory tour

Gourmet

Co-Pilot

Pilot

Discover

Factory tour

Factory tour

Factory tour

Factory tour

Catering

On-road
passenger ride

 ff-road or
O
on-road drive

Catering
 ff-road drive
O
in a Cayenne
On-road drive

Prices

Euro 10

Pole Position Brunch
Carrera Lunch
Carrera Dinner

Euro 56
Euro 56
Euro 79

Cayenne/
Panamera¹⁾
911
911 GT3 Cup

Euro 98
Euro 175
Euro 235

Pilot Offroad
Basic

Euro 152

Intensive

Euro 295

Pilot Onroad
1) Places will be allocated by Porsche Leipzig
depending on vehicle availability.

All our Gourmet, Co-Pilot, Pilot and Discover packages are also available as a gift voucher.
On request, this can be presented in a gift box for €35 plus €4.50 delivery within Germany.
All prices are per person and inclusive of VAT. Please refer to the conditions of participation for the individual
packages online at www.porsche-leipzig.com/event-packages or in our event packages brochure.

Macan

Euro 315

Cayenne

Euro 315

718 Boxster

Euro 315

718 Cayman

Euro 315

Panamera

Euro 315

911

Euro 350

Macan

Euro 800

Cayenne

Euro 800

718 Boxster

Euro 800

718 Cayman

Euro 800

Panamera

Euro 860

911

Euro 860

911 Turbo

Euro 1,200

911 GT3

Euro 1,200

Accomp.

Euro 105 p.p.

Other packages.
Packages

Cup Experience

Contents

Prices

Track Experience

Travel Experience

On-road test drive in
a 911 GT3 and 911 GT3 Cup
or in a Cayman S and
Cayman GT4 Clubsport

On-road or off-road
driver training at various
training levels, as well
as special training

Travel to some of the
world’s most beautiful
regions

Catering

Catering

Extraordinary routes,
driving pleasure and
exclusivity

On request

From Euro 991

From Euro 2,990

Your Event

Exclusive function
rooms of various sizes
Exciting activity
programmes
Catering

On request

